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To whom it may concern,

Our family home is located beside the 52 turbine Hadyard Hill wind farm in South Ayrshire. Since 
it was commissioned in 2006 we have been plagued by noise emanating from it under certain wind 
conditions. 

Of the 52 Hadyard Hill Turbines, sixteen are located within 2 km of our home with the closest being 
around 950 metres from the actual residence. Topographically our home is positioned in a sheltered 
valley with the turbines located on the exposed ridges approximately 100 metres higher. 

Due to the differences in height and exposure the oft claimed masking of wind turbine noise does 
not occur, as it is common to experience little to no wind in the sheltered valley bottom while the 
turbines are getting wind speeds in their operating range of between 5 – 25 m/s.

The wind turbine noise occurring at our home ranges from; non when the turbines are off or wind 
speed is very low, through to a light machine humming noise at slightly higher speeds and on up to 
a very loud all consuming pulsating rumble when the wind direction puts us downwind of the 
turbines.

Outside the home in the gardens etc. this sounds very similar to the noise experienced in a large 
industrial manufacturing plant. Inside the home it is very invasive and can be heard over the TV, 
washing machine etc. as a deep bass pulsing sound, which over time really grinds on you. It 
severely limits the amount of time you wish to spend outside and when you go indoors you get very 
little reprieve due to the pulsing noise character which permeates through the walls with ease. 

The wind turbine noise has had negative health affects on several members of our family. These 
include lack of sleep and/or poor quality sleep, leading on to lethargy, stress and depression and an 
increase in the frequency of migraines and headaches. I personally, as a sufferer of a serious long 
term illness am being treated for depression with medication. This as a direct result of being unable 
to enjoy spending my good days outdoors doing my usual hobbies due to the turbine noise, and also 
finding it impossible to relax indoors as the noise is very distracting when attempting quiet 
activities such as reading or web browsing and as previously mentioned can also often be heard 
over the television.

We complained to South Ayrshire environmental health dept. first in 2006. However at that time and 
still somewhat to this date they have very little experience dealing with wind turbine noise issues 
and the complexities of the guidance and regulations. While very sympathetic and understanding, I 
would not describe their actions exactly as proactive in getting the wind farm operator SSE to carry 
out noise monitoring or aiding us in reaching a solution. It has taken a huge effort on our behalf 
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costing us lots of time and money to get anything done. This in itself has caused a great deal of 
unnecessary stress. Ordinary members of the public should not need to gain a working knowledge 
of ETSU-R-97 or purchase noise monitoring equipment to get Environmental Heath Officers to 
understand the complexities of wind turbine noise regulations. When they simply wish to make a 
valid noise complaint .

I have included in Appendix 1, the process we have had to go through to eventually get turbine 
noise monitoring carried out at our home. The noise monitoring that was carried out showed the 
turbines to be operating at a dB(A) level which was “marginally compliant” or as SSE's own 
environmental engineer said “marginally non-compliant” and this was testing done at at a time 
when the turbines were fairly quiet. 

Planning enforcement have been unable to help with a solution, as the section on noise in the 
“Consent and deemed planning permission by the Scottish Ministers for the construction and  
operation of a wind powered electricity generating station at Hadyard Hill, near Barr, South  
Ayrshire” is so badly written it actually provides no noise protection for non financially involved 
residences at wind speeds over 5.5 m/s, which is when the wind farm is most likely to be 
operational and thus producing the most noise.

So even though SSE have admitted there is a noise problem, in excess of ETSU-R-97 levels, unless 
we start a noise nuisance case against them they really don't have to do anything. Thankfully 
though, in our case SSE are co-operating with us and would like to get to the bottom of the problem 
as much as us, although after 6 years of suffering there is still no solution on the horizon.

The current turbine noise guidelines and enforcement of them are at best a sham, it should never be 
left to the wind farm operators or their “independent” acoustician’s to decide what is or what isn't an 
acceptable noise level. If this “wind rush” is to continue and lack of available land pushes turbine 
developments closer to peoples homes, noise is going to become a huge problem for many more 
people. These people, members of the Scottish public deserve the protection of their Government 
and quite frankly the current planning guidelines for wind farms offer more protection to the wind 
farm developers than the people the Government are supposed to serve.

Another issue I would like to raise is that of shadow flicker and particular the guidelines on it. The 
10 times rotor diameter distance in particular. Now as previously mentioned the closest turbine to 
our home is 950 metres away and the Hadyard Hill have a rotor diameter of 82 metres. 
Therefore according to the guidance our home should not experience any shadow flicker. Yet over 
the winter months we suffer flicker from at least six different turbines at distances of up to 1.3km. 
This flicker has been known to last from when the sun rises on into the early afternoon. It causes 
every room in the house, due it's position and linear construction, to flash like someone is switching 
the light on and off and has been known to induce migraines and headaches in several family 
members. 

In addition to the indoor flicker, shadow pass outdoors even at distances over 10 x rotor diameters 
is also a huge issue despite claims in the guidance that flicker only occurs indoors. After only short 
exposure it makes it impossible to focus properly on anything as your eyes are constantly trying to 
adjust to the light level. Trying to do any job outside at this time, like working on a car etc. is the 
equivalent of trying to read a book on the dance floor at a night club. 
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This loss of amenity should not be forced on anyone, especially as it is said shadow flicker is easily 
mitigated against through sensors that switch off turbines when flicker effects are likely to occur. 
Although there has been talk of this by SSE in our situation, nothing has actually happened yet, and 
there does not appear to be any legal requirement for them to actually do anything. 

Surely the best form of mitigation however would be to design the wind farms so as not put the 
turbines so close to people houses so that they cause flicker in the first place? This would prevent 
the need to turn off turbines and waste all the renewable energy that could have been being 
generated. To enable this though we would need a far better understanding and guidance on flicker 
causes and effects.

The current guidelines are wrong and do not consider topography, latitude etc. all of which have an 
effect on shadow cast. 

The Parsons Brinkerhoff, March 2011 report Update of UK Shadow Flicker Evidence Base 
conclusions said 

“Additionally, the 10 rotor diameter rule has been widely accepted across different European 
countries, and is deemed to be an appropriate assessment area, although there is potentially a need  
to differentiate between appropriate assessment areas at different latitudes. This is an area where  
the scientific evidence base could be readdressed.”. 

It seems everyone who benefits from wind power decided to ignore the part of statement that said

 “although there is potentially a need to differentiate between appropriate assessment areas at  
different latitudes. This is an area where the scientific evidence base could be readdressed.”

 and concentrated just on the beginning of the paragraph. Now it should be noted that at higher 
latitudes the sun appears lower in the sky so shadows cast are longer, it should also be noted that a 
huge percentage of Europe is at much lower latitude than Scotland. So if anywhere needs to 
readdress its scientific evidence base in regards to shadow flicker it's Scotland, so it can come up 
with an assessment area which is appropriate for this country and not the south of Spain.

Yours faithfully

David Baldwin
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Appendix 1

Difficulty experienced in getting wind turbine noise compliance testing done.
• 18/12/2006 Wrote to environmental health, lodging a noise complaint and requesting monitoring.
• Not sure of date. Environmental Health visited, and did sound testing with a hand held meter
indoors, turbines fairly quiet that day.
• 14/02/2007 Received letter from EH, stating no significant noise recorded on visit but appreciated
the problem was intermittent and arrangements could be made for further monitoring. In the interim
we were asked to keep a record of the times the noise occurs and if possible link it to a particular
turbine. EH failed to follow up on the complaint and due to the lack of interest and experience of the
EH officers with wind farm related issues we felt powerless to pursue the issue further at this time.
• In 2010 a proposal for a further wind farm directly behind our house was made, at this time after
feeling let down and still suffering from wind turbine noise we decided to do a lot more research on
the issue. We purchased a noise data logger and a weather station so as to be able to check if our
complaints about the noise were justified, to keep a log and to back up our stance when discussing
the issue with environmental health.
• 11/2010 Found out about EH 24hr noise helpline, officers only work from 6pm Thursday to 4am
Sunday.
• 18/11/2010 Two noise abatement officers came out following a call on 16th November however the
wind had dropped by this time. They said they would get the daytime EH officers to contact us.
• 16/12/2010 Phone call from noise team looking for information on when Hadyard Hill was built as
they could not find any information on any pre-construction noise testing. We were told to monitor
the noise and call them out when it was particularly loud between Thursday and Sunday.
• 27/12/2010 Phoned 24hr helpline to complain due to sleep disturbance from turbine noise. No action
taken.
• 15/01/2011 Phoned 24hr helpline to again complain about sleep disturbance from previous nights
noise, and was told the noise team does not start to 6pm. No action taken.
• 17/01/2011 Tried to speak to someone at SSE head office, switchboard not very helpful they didn't
know who we should speak to. Via local community council we managed to get the local reps name
and contact details and they managed to give us the name and contact details for SSE's
environmental engineer.
• 18/01/2011 Phoned SSE environmental engineer and discussed our noise issues, he said he would
arrange to have some sound readings taken.
EH officer from the daytime team phoned, and asked to be called out when the turbines are noisy
during the day and to call the night time noise abatement team when noisy at night.
• 02/02/2011 Phoned day time team as turbines were making noise, after some delay an officer
visited however by this time the wind had changed and the noise had dropped considerably. EH
officer said he would carry a noise meter in his car and would take some readings the next time he
was in the area and said he should have a reading within a month.
• 08/02/2011 Phoned 24hr noise helpline as turbines were very noisy.
• 10/02/2011EH noise abatement team leader phoned to say the got the call log from the 8th and
explained again they only work Thursday 6pm to Sunday 4pam but to call them out if noise occurs.
Asked about relevant training for EHO's in dealing with wind turbine issues to which the answer was
uncertain.
• 12/02/2011 Called out night time noise team, two officers visited and took readings which appeared
high and matched our own readings. At this point we gave then a copy of the planning consent
showing the maximum permitted noise levels, which they had not previously seen. We made the
assumption that they would know what the maximum permitted noise levels would have been. They
said they would return to the office and do some checking.
• 15/02/2011 Phoned to speak to daytime EHO, who was unavailable at that time and was told he
would call us back, which he failed to do until a week later on the 22nd.
• 17/02/2011 Phoned and emailed planning enforcement officer and explained the problems we were
encountering with Hadyard Hill wind farm. Confirmed that we had been in touch with SSE
environmental engineer on the 18th January but had no further correspondence from them.
• 22/02/2011 At this this time he said he had spoke to the night time team regarding their visit on the
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12/02/2011 and confirmed they had got some good reading of excessive noise levels.
• 24/02/2011 Phoned daytime EHO to report turbines very noisy, but was unavailable.
• 03/03/2011 Daytime EHO visited during light winds so turbines not making any noise, but confirmed
he would keep checking when he was in the area.
• 10/03/2011 Letter from planning enforcement officer to confirm that they had been in touch with
SSE and they were going to carry out and investigation into the noise issues. They also confirmed
EHO's were planning on carrying out further noise tests the following week.
• 01/04/2011 Phoned to speak to daytime EHO to report turbine noise but was again unavailable.
Phoned planning enforcement officer to chase up information, they had not heard any further from
SSE but said they would follow it up as can be enforced.
• 08/05/2011 Called out night time EH team due to high noise levels, two officers visited and
confirmed high dB readings which they were going to fax through to the daytime team leader at
environmental health and were going to ask him to contact us direct.
• 11/05/2011 Emailed both planning enforcement and EH team leader after another week of sleep
disturbances stating that we had still not received any response from SSE's environmental engineer
since speaking and emailing him on 17 & 18 January.
• 31/05/2011 SSE environmental engineer emailed to say they are now in a position to undertake the
noise monitoring survey.
• 01/06/2011 Emailed SSE with list of dates we are available for monitoring equipment to be installed.
Received email from planning enforcement saying that SSE were planning on installing noise loggers
and expressing their concerns that the conditions in June are quite different to those experienced in
March and have had an undertaking from SSE environmental engineer that should the results not be
indicative of the problems being experienced they will re-install the equipment at the back end of
the year.
• 22/06/2011 SSE environmental engineer and Acoustic Consultant visited to install noise monitoring
equipment for a period of 3 weeks.
The results which we received 6 month later are in SSE's words marginally non-compliant. They are
now planning on carrying out further monitoring for a period of 3 months (beginning at the start of
February 2012) to get a better understanding of the conditions under which the noise is at its worst
and hopefully come up with measures in which to mitigate the problem.

At the beginning of March 2012 we had not had any word from SSE, so contacted them by email and EH by 
phone. After a few days we heard back from SSE apologising for the delay and that they were hoping to 
have the noise equipment in place within the next 2 weeks. This however is now going to be the middle of 
April 2012 due to both a delay in the sound engineer contacting us and our being away for the Easter 
holidays.

So while things may appear to be happening now, the length of time this has taken has been shocking and 
actually there has not yet been any suggestion of a permanent solution put forward.

David Baldwin (08/04/2012)
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